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Here are a few facts about Procter & Gamble.

It has a market capitalization of over $230 billion. 

It’s the parent of well-known brands like Bounty, Crest, 

Pantene, and Pampers. 

It proudly invests a tremendous amount of money 

in research and development to produce the latest 

consumer goods. 

So, it should come as some surprise to learn that on an 

otherwise unremarkable day in 2002 a researcher at P&G 

decided to run dough through their offi  ce printer.1

Why would a company with a signifi cant amount of money 

and talent intentionally ruin a perfectly good printer? 

It was in pursuit of an idea. The R&D team thought it would 

be cool to produce Pringles chips with pictures, jokes, and 

trivia printed on them, but they weren’t entirely sure how 

to do it. Eventually, the team realized the images needed to 

be printed on the chips at the exact moment they fi nished 

frying. In other words, they had to fi gure out how to do this 

with several images without compromising the effi  ciency 

of their existing chip production process. 

For the record, the printer experiment did not work. 

The traditional route would have been long and expensive 

- two things companies try to avoid at all costs, especially 

when they have a current process that’s quick and cheap. 

So P&G took another approach. Instead of dumping money 

into developing their own printer, P&G looked outward. 

They pulled their thoughts together into a brief that 

clearly explained the problem and shared it with their 

global network, hoping someone had already invented a 

solution to this problem. 

As luck would have it, someone had. To be more specifi c, 

they were doing something similar that would speed up 

P&G’s product development. A university professor running 

a bakery in Italy was already printing images onto baked 

goods and P&G adapted the technology in order to rapidly 

launch its successful Pringles Prints in less than a year as 

opposed to two. 

In other words, the company saved time by understanding 

its problem and then shooting it out into the universe to 

source a solution from an unexpected place. 

P&G did this before Henry Chesbrough even published 

his seminal work on Open Innovation, which has since 

been embraced by organizations around the world. It’s a 

(literally) tasty example of the power of open innovation 

and what’s even more exciting is that it wasn’t even an 

offi  cial open innovation project. 

Imagine what companies could do with structured, 

purposeful, and methodical open innovation projects.

If you’re reading this, it’s because you’re a leader 

who wishes to drive innovation in your company in 

a thoughtful and purposeful way. That’s why entire 

sections of this book are dedicated to learning how to 

manage an open innovation project, avoid common 

mistakes, and fi nd the right tools. 

This book is inspired in large part by Chesbrough’s 

open innovation. But its purpose is to help innovation 

leaders understand how one takes a focused approach 

to open innovation. 

It’s about answering the following questions: 

How can we systematize what seems like the “luck of 

the draw” of fi nding someone in a completely diff erent 

industry who has the answer to our current challenges? 

How can we hop on tools and technology trends in a 

strategic way that helps us meet our organizational 

objectives?

How can we go beyond idea generation to use 

open innovation to beat the competition, conduct 

groundbreaking research, and form partnerships with the 

best external organizations and individuals? 

These are some of the questions we’ll be exploring in “The 

Chief Innovation Offi  cer’s Guide to Open Innovation in a 

Mobile, Social World”. 

But before we get into that, let’s take a quick look at how 

other companies are embracing open innovation  

INTRODUCTION
When You’re Too Big To Think Big



Perhaps you’re the fi rst ever Chief
Innovation Offi cer at your organization. 
Not only are you new, but you’re the new 
person whose mandate is to disrupt the 
status quo. 

This is no easy task, especially when 
everything and anything is defi ned as 
“innovation” in our popular culture. 

CHAPTER 1

The New 
Research and 
Development
Successful Open Innovation 
Program & Contests
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In a mobile and social world, the definition 

of innovation is especially elusive. Everything 

about our current technological trends suggest 

that companies should be diving headfirst into 

embracing all manner of social media and mobile 

technology. In fairness, it would be hard to blame 

any organization for thinking that the key to open 

innovation lay with these platforms when we’re 

witnessing the following trends:

 o  Increasing engagement, and in some cases 

exclusive engagement, between customers 

and brands on social media

 o  Usage of social media channels and chatbots 

for customer support

 o  Growing adoption of “social listening” 

strategies in which brands track customer 

conversations on specific topics and 

find a way to insert themselves into the 

conversation

 o  “Ephemeral content” such as stories or polls 

through channels like Snapchat and Instagram 

Stories

 o  Participation in digital hangouts, 

predominately through mobile devices

 o  Usage of tools like Slack and Yammer 

for internal employee communication, 

collaboration, and project management

All of these are ways to interact with customers 

and gain customer and employee participation 

through open innovation projects. But they do 

not constitute open innovation on their own. 

While mobile devices and digital hangouts can 

certainly be used as effective tools to facilitate 

open innovation projects, their usage alone 

doesn’t equal open innovation. 

Open innovation is the use of external ideas, 

fuelled by internal information, to create and 

innovate within an organization. In other words, 

it’s about companies capitalizing on their 

treasure chests of knowledge and intellectual 

property that they just don’t have the time to 

utilize. Whether this is through joint ventures or 

licensing, smart organizations know that some of 

the best rainmakers lay outside their doors. 

While variations of open innovation were being 

practiced in some shape or form throughout the 

twentieth century, the concept was crystallized 

in Henry Chesbrough’s book “Open Innovation: 

The New Imperative for Creating and Profiting 

from Technology”. 
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With that said, you’re probably 
wondering, “What on earth does an 
open innovation project look like?” 

Before we launch into the specifi cs of managing 

open innovation challenges or competitions, let’s 

quickly get acquainted with a few of the successful 

innovation projects of the past fi ve years. 

H&M’s Vision of a Waste-Free Fashion Industry

Eager to accelerate the process of reducing 

waste in the fashion industry, the H&M 

Foundation started the Global Change Award, 

an annual innovation competition. The contest 

invites people from around the world to 

submit “game-changing” ideas that support 

sustainability efforts in fashion. In 2017, the 

award went to Grape Leather2, a company that 

uses the remnants of the winemaking process to 

create vegetal leather. 

It was a remarkable innovation considering the 

impact that traditional leather production has on 

the environment. The contest rounded up a total 

of five finalists, including Grape Leather, who 

won prize money as well as access to a one-year 

accelerator program to help them move their 

process into large-scale production. 

Nokia Explores The Potential of the 

Internet of Things

As a communications and internet technology 

company, it comes as no surprise that Nokia 

would want to stay on top of the growing 

Internet of Things. Since the potential of the 

Internet of Things spans several industries, 

uses, and geographies, Nokia took the strategic 

approach of finding great ideas for Internet 

of Things applications through their Open 

Innovation Challenge3. 

They called for innovative IoT ideas that could 

improve the world’s health, safety, and well-

being. Nokia received a number of entries, and 

found their winner in Continuum Technologies, a 

U.K. startup that produces fabric with embedded 

nanotechnology, which monitors athletic 

performance and provides real-time monitoring 

of health data.

GE Brings a Restaurant Luxury 

to the Kitchen Table

Once upon a time, you could only get nugget 

ice from restaurants who had the expensive 

machinery needed to produce this chewable 

version. GE’s open innovation platform, 

FirstBuild, was designed to source ideas from 

H&M’s Vision of a Waste-Free Fashion Industry
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the GE community of superfans and innovators. 

One of the most popular demands on the site 

was the ability to have nugget ice at home. 

Through collaborating with the community via 

its FirstBuild initiative4, GE determined that 

there was enough demand for this icemaker 

and challenged its digital community to come 

up with a design, leading to the successful Opal 

Nugget Ice Maker. GE’s latest innovation project 

is Giddy, an open innovation community. It is a 

variation of the community that created the Opal 

Nugget Ice Maker and consists of tinkerers and 

hobbyists. Businesses present their challenges 

to the community and Giddy facilitates any 

potential collaborations with submission criteria 

and project coordination.

Clorox Successfully Launches Cleaning 

Products for Caregivers of the Elderly

Clorox identified the elderly population as a 

relatively untapped market segment for their 

cleaning products5. Their goal was to launch 

products geared towards this demographic, but 

they realized that their internal capabilities were 

not properly equipped to launch this project 

on their own. So, the Clorox team turned to an 

open innovation process by creating a website 

where an online community of caregivers could 

congregate, collaborate, and access tips for 

taking care of their loved ones. 

Rather than developing a product for caregivers 

and marketing it aggressively, Clorox posed the 

question, “How can we make cleaning easier for 

caregivers?”, providing multiple paths to the 

solution, guided by consumers. In addition to 

collaborating with consumers through a digital 

platform, Clorox partnered with caregiver 

organizations who contributed to the online 

platform as well as talking with retailers and 

government agencies.

Bosch Bolsters Its Sustainability Efforts 

with Energy Storage Research

Bosch wished to find sustainable energy storage 

solutions, and it was particularly focused on 

getting on top of the e-mobility trend6. While 

the team understood the nature of its problem 

- finding non-electrochemical (i.e. battery-

powered) storage technology - it wasn’t sure 

which available technologies would be most 

appropriate for its goals. 

They were also curious about technologies 

outside their industry that may suit their needs. 

In order to receive potential solutions from as 

diverse a crowd as possible, Bosch launched an 

open innovation contest. It was a successful 

project because it propelled Bosch to being a 

leader in the energy storage discussion. It also 

bolstered Bosch’s knowledge base and network in 

this emerging area.  
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Ford Creates a Data-Driven Innovation Playground 

Ford decided it should focus on software and electronics in 

its innovation efforts. But the area of smart mobility includes 

a number of variables (i.e. weather conditions, current 

physical/digital infrastructure) that would pose challenges. 

They established an open standard called OpenXC with Ford 

data sets to attract hardware and software innovators who 

would form an open innovation community7. 

This has allowed Ford to develop a dynamic, vibrant 

community that Ford can ultimately shape and guide 

towards meeting its goals, saving the automobile company 

the immense time, effort, and resources that go into 

maintaining several bilateral partnerships or trying to insert 

itself into existing innovation communities. 

These are open innovation challenges that differ in industry, 

differ in desired outcome, and differ in structure, but they all 

tap into the power of external networks. 

In some cases, the project was to find a concrete solution 

to a problem. In others, it was to develop a network of 

innovators from a number of industries so a company could 

position itself to successfully meet long-term objectives. 

Despite the differences in specificity, each one of these 

projects included a concerted effort to offer outflows of 

information or resources to facilitate the open innovation 

project. Rather than an isolated conversation or flurry of 

digital interactions, these were purposeful projects with 

bidirectional information flows 



You’ve just fi nished a long day at work, 
and you’re barrelling out of the subway 
towards the gym. 

On the way, you stop by Whole Foods to fuel up 

with a smoothie before your workout. You head for 

the correct aisle, scan the shelves, and smile as you 

pick up your bottle of...Gerber Singles?

Yup. You read that correctly. The baby food brand. 

It almost sounds too ridiculous to be true, but the 

name is 100 percent part of the historical record. 

In 1974, Gerber noticed the growing trend of 

adults who were too busy to prepare meals at 

home. In response, they created an adult version 

of their baby food product, christened it “Gerber 

Singles”, and shipped it off  to grocery stores. 

CHAPTER 2

Inviting More 
Cooks Into
The Kitchen
Conducting Research with 
Customers and Tech Startups
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The product was a complete disaster. Unsurprising, 

considering Gerber Singles was essentially the baby 

product with only half of a new name. 

This happened decades ago, but as Maxwell Wessel 

writes8, it’s an excellent illustration of why big 

companies can’t innovate - at least not with a 

“business as usual” approach. 

According to Wessel, while startups are rewarded 

for identifying a great solution to a pressing 

problem, mature organizations are rewarded for 

doing what they do in faster and cheaper ways to 

please their shareholders. 

In the case of Gerber, instead of coming up with 

a new brand and strategy they simply plugged 

their new idea into an existing process in the 

name of efficiency. 

Quite sensible. But very uninspired.

Today, large organizations face a similar problem. 

In addition to the “cheaper and faster” motto, 

there’s another challenge in the form of a “not 

invented here” mentality that permeates the 

psyche of many organizations. 

Fortunately, mature organizations are growing 

more aware of this roadblock. The issue is that 

these structures are so embedded in these 

organizations’ DNA that even those with sincere 

intentions struggle to innovate in an eff ective way. 

So, big brands are doing something diff erent 

altogether. Instead of taking an axe to their 

research and development department, they 

are creating hubs for open innovation that have 

the support of the larger company, but the 

freewheeling autonomy of a startup.  

Samsung gets it, but then again it’s no surprise 

considering the company’s history. It went from 

being a grocery company to a globally recognized 

electronics brand. 

Recognizing the need for a commitment to 

innovation, Samsung’s leadership opened the 

Samsung Strategy and Innovation Center in 2013. 

Clearly stated in their manifesto is the belief that 

“the world’s biggest problems will be solved by 

people and companies working together”. They 

off er an invitation to the world’s innovators to 

initiate problem solving using Samsung’s resources. 

An excellent manifestation of this manifesto, if you 

will, is the ID8 Innovation Lab, which is made up of 

a team of designers and engineers from a variety of 

backgrounds. The Samsung Strategy and Innovation 

Center also engages with a number of universities 

to tap into their research potential. 
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Companies from a variety of industries are waking up to the power of open 

innovation via research with startups and customers. In fact, “outsourcing” 

research may be a better way to put it, since many organizations will now 

provide startups with everything they need to get work done before 

stepping back to give researchers the space they need. 

Take Johnson & Johnson, for example. Its JLABS program provides a no-strings 

attached global network of labs for startups and entrepreneurs in the life 

sciences space to research, innovate, and develop products and solutions. 

The woman who came up with the idea, Melissa Richter, understood that 

open innovation was more than just crowdsourcing. She realized that 

life science talent would need both lab and operational support (i.e. an 

administrative team) so that they could focus on the work at hand. 

One company who benefi ted from this set-up was Arcturus, a company 

that fi gured out how to deliver RNA medicine to destroy the gene activity 

of cells infected with the hepatitis B virus and essentially eliminate the 

disease9. All JLABS was presented with was a passionate team with an idea 

and the qualifi cations and experience to give the idea a shot. 

They came with no hard data that the idea could even work. In response, JLABS 

gave Arcturus the space, materials, and mentors needed to get going. 

Since then, the project has had successful animal trials. The next step is 

human trials.

What’s even more exciting is that this trend of research through open 

innovation can be witnessed in a number of industries. Companies are 

slowly coming to the conclusion that extending their resources to external 

actors and facilitating both outward and inward flows of information is not 

only recommended - it’s essential.
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Now, of course open innovation doesn’t just 

happen by throwing a few startups into a 

lab and giving them fancy lab equipment. It 

requires a strategy, stakeholder engagement, 

and the proper tools. But we’ll get to that in 

the following chapters 

Company Industry Open Innovation Efforts

Placement of R&D “technical scouts” in 

diff erent business units to facilitate open 

innovation projects

Consumer packaged goods

Pharmaceutical

Automotive

Healthcare

Finance

Centers for Therapeutic Innovation

Open innovation challenge to find ideas 

for applying blockchain technology to 

automobiles

Open innovation with startups and 

academics around the world for innovations 

around treatments for neurological issues

We Are Innovation  



We often hear the expression, 
“Ideas are cheap”. 

Forgive us for taking objection to that.

Ideas aren’t really cheap. Ideas are just lazy. 

They’re total flakes. They show up when they feel 

like it, and sometimes they don’t show up at all. 

They also don’t do much unless someone pushes 

them into action. And yet, they’re revered and 

sought after, and when they do perform, boy, 

can they be powerful. 

But like the old saying goes, “Potential is 

nothing, performance is everything.”

In other words, you’ve got to manage ideas and 

then follow through with proper execution. This 

is especially important for open innovation in 

which the line between “blue skies thinking” and 

“purposeful co-creation” is easily blurred. 

Best Practices For Quality Ideas, 
Feasibility, And Strong Participation

CHAPTER 3

How To
Manage
An Open
Innovation 
Challenge
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After reading chapters 1 and 2, you’re probably 

eager to toss a problem to the world and see 

what it throws back, but it pays to be patient and 

plan thoughtfully. Manage an open innovation 

project poorly and you will either get no ideas or 

so many ideas that you drown in them. 

So, here’s what you do. You set yourself up for 

success by ensuring your open innovation project 

or challenge accounts for all of the following.  

No exceptions. 

 
A solid understanding of the 
project’s purpose

What is the end goal of your open innovation 

project? Do you have a clear understanding of the 

problem you wish to solve? Have you defined the 

scope of the project? 

If you haven’t answered these questions yet, your 

project is already a no-go. 

Just because an innovation project is “open”, 

doesn’t mean it’s unfocused. Poorly managed open 

innovation projects run the risk of being unruly. An 

open call for ideas without an understanding of 

the end goal overwhelms the project moderators 

with submissions. It also fails to draw the respect 

or commitment of the rest of the organization, and 

that brings us to our next point which is…

Buy-in from key stakeholders

Depending on your organization’s history with open 

innovation, the project will either be well-received 

or met with resistance. In either case, you’ll need 

the support of different divisions and that support 

will only come if the heads of those divisions make 

the project a priority. 

Before you conduct an external marketing 

campaign, you’ll need an internal marketing 

campaign that demonstrates the value of the 

project. This is one early instance in which a solid 

understanding of the project’s purpose is critical. 

A digital venue for collaboration, submissions, and 

idea processing

An open innovation project has to have a dedicated 

resource for information sharing, collaboration, and 

submissions. 

Yes, an open innovation project is decentralized 

due to its inclusion of people from different 

organizations, institutions, backgrounds, and 

geographies, but your organization’s task is to 

bring all of these ideas together in a cohesive, 

manageable way. 

Participants need to be able to access instructions 

and deadlines and managers need to be able to sort 

through submissions and easily answer participant 

questions all in one place. We’ll talk a little more 

about the importance of a dedicated, digital 

open innovation (otherwise known as co-creation) 

platform in Chapter 5. 
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A cohesive marketing strategy for external players

This is where buy-in from the rest of the organization comes into play. You’ll need a 

marketing strategy to attract impressive participants. Your goal is to draw the best and the 

brightest into this competition, and that won’t happen unless they hear about the project. 

You’ll need the help of your marketing team to:

 o Produce informative videos

 o Create literature on the open innovation contest and the problem you’re trying to solve

 o  Develop a recruitment campaign that reaches the right individuals through the 

sites, platforms, and publications where they spend the most time

Conversations with your legal team

Recall our earlier definition of open innovation from Henry Chesbrough. Open innovation is 

about inflows and outflows of knowledge. 

Even the most brilliant technologists, designers, or scientists won’t be able to solve your 

problem if they don’t have the details. If you’re going to be cagey about the information 

you have, then there’s no point in holding an open innovation project at all. 

Does this mean you pour all of your company’s secret sauce onto the sidewalk for  

anyone to lap up? 

Absolutely not. 

It means you consult with your legal department to figure out a way to share necessary 

information without compromising your company. Again, this is where a clear 

understanding of the problem your contest solves is important. 

This conversation with your legal team is also critical for determining other facets of your 

contest like the rights of contestants to ideas they generate, obligations to give your 

organization first right of refusal, licensing agreements and compensation, intellectual 

property considerations, award money, and more. 
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Moderator (or moderators) to guide the process 
and motivate participants

Participants need attention in order to stay motivated, especially  

since the challenge offers a cash prize and not a wage for effort. 

As a result, when they ask questions or encounter roadblocks, a 

moderator must be present to offer that support. A moderator also 

keeps the project on track to ensure energy is focused on solving 

the task at hand. This is another reason why a dedicated platform is 

particularly important, which we will talk more about in Chapter 5. 

An efficient idea processing mechanism

We’ve placed this last because idea processing happens at the end of 

the project. That said, the work of figuring out how submissions will 

be organized and evaluated should happen before the first piece of 

marketing is sent out. 

Will there be an application process for people to even enter the 

challenge to ensure you’re only receiving serious participants? 

Once participants are chosen, do you have clear scoring and evaluation 

criteria to provide so that they know how they’ll be assessed once the 

project’s over? 

A well-planned process does two things: It ensures you’re getting good 

ideas and it ensures you’ll know what to do with those good ideas once 

you have them. 

By incorporating all of these elements into your open innovation plan, 

you’ll ensure you get quality ideas, that your project has a chance of 

being executed, and that your expert participants remain engaged 

throughout the process 



Sidebar: 5 Open Innovation No-no’s
Open innovation can be a shock to an organization’s culture. Here are a few mistakes to 
avoid to ensure smooth sailing towards your objectives as a CINO.

1    Asking employees to take risks 
and then penalizing them 
for subsequent failures

     It’s all well and good to tell employees to 

“move fast and break things”, but this is 

their living we’re talking about. If they see 

someone be seriously reprimanded for 

taking a risk, they’ll play it safe to keep 

their job safe, too. Be mindful of how you 

interact with your employees in this regard.

2    Encouraging employees to come 
up with an idea, but failing to 
give them the infrastructure and 
tools they need to develop them

     Employees have day-to-day responsibilities. 

They also have lives outside of work. If 

they’re going to put time into developing 

new product ideas, there’d better be tools 

in place and anticipated support to actually 

explore those ideas. If not, that pipeline 

of employees eager to participate in open 

innovation will rapidly dwindle. 

3   Equating open innovation 
  to crowdsourcing

     Crowdsourcing, like social media marketing 

or mobile engagement tools, can certainly be 

used as part of an open innovation project but 

it is not open innovation on its own. 

This is because it lacks the project defi nition 

and bidirectional flows of knowledge that are 

found in open innovation challenges. 

4    Failing to include complementary 
open innovation activities to 
warm people up for creative 
thinking

     Including other activities related to the 

challenge at hand gives participants 

a chance to warm up their minds and 

creative problem solving skills. It also gives 

organizers more opportunities to receive 

unexpected insights from participants. We’ll 

talk more about taking a holistic approach 

to open innovation with a co-creation 

process in Chapter 4.

5    Forgetting the social aspect 
of your open innovation 
community 

     If you build it, they will come, but if you 

don’t sustain them once they arrive, they’ll 

eventually leave. Don’t think of your open 

innovation initiative as a one-off  project. 

Rather, think of it as a community of 

collaborators you can include in problem-

solving activities. This means there needs to 

be a variety of activities, moderators, and 

some community guidelines.  



A number of today’s organizations are 
implementing open innovation challenges 
for strategic purposes.

In the case of companies like Ford and Bosch 

(mentioned in Chapter 1) there isn’t a specifi c 

product they want to produce. 

Rather, they want to build a network of innovators 

and ideas for specifi c technologies they’ve 

identifi ed as critical to their future success. 

In these cases, the goal is establishing the 

foundation for even more open innovation in the 

future. These instances of open innovation are 

just as valid, because success is clearly defi ned and 

information purposefully shared.

Co-Creation For New Product 
Development or Improvement

CHAPTER 4

How To Manage
An Open 
Innovation 
Program
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But what if your need for open innovation is tied to 

a specific product? Perhaps you’re more interested 

in improving an existing product or developing 

a new one entirely. That’s an overwhelming task, 

particularly because its specificity equals pressure 

and stakeholders expect tangible results.

The good news is that it’s entirely possible to 

manage open innovation particularly to achieve 

new product development or improvement. And it 

can be done in a structured, phased approach that 

allows organizers to effectively manage the product 

development or improvement. 

This approach is known as co-creation.  

Co-creation is an ongoing, collaborative process 

between a company and external audiences, 

which can include customers, partners, startups, 

or employees whose day to day work is not in 

innovation. It’s a strategy that can be used as part 

of an open innovation project. 

Generally speaking, co-creation follows five 

main phases. These phases make up Chaordix’s 

proprietary methodology and workflow for 

innovation and creativity, and it’s influenced 

by the latest research as well as other proven 

methodologies including design thinking and 

creative problem solving. These phases differ 

slightly depending on whether you wish to 

co-create for new product development or 

product improvement.

       Co-Creation Phases

Phase 1
Clarification

Phase 2
Creation

Phase 3
Iteration

Phase 4
Implementation

Phase 5
Reflection
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Phase 1: Clarification Phase

Imagine being asked for your input on a nursery’s design when you have zero interior 

design experience and no children. Your response to most questions would likely be, 

“Yeah, that looks fine.”

Now imagine your sister announced she’s pregnant and wants your input. Suddenly, 

you’ve got some ideas. 

Perhaps she should pick this colour because it has a cheery vibe and you want your niece 

or nephew to sleep in a happy room. 

You might have some input on the crib or the books that would go on the shelf even 

though the baby won’t be able to read for a while. 

You may even spend more time than you otherwise would arguing about the merits 

of a rocking chair. 

This sudden shift in interest is triggered by an emotional connection to the problem. 

You can emulate this during your new product development or product improvement 

co-creation efforts through the clarification stage where you encourage participants to 

build empathy in order to appreciate the task at hand. 

For new product development

 o   Ask participants to read an article or watch a video about a similar business in a 

similar industry and present their opinions or critiques

 o  Ask participants to rank product features based on their personal understanding 

in order to identify what they prioritize and where knowledge gaps exist 

(Quizzes, creative writing exercises, and choose and rank exercises are also 

useful here.)

For product improvement

 o  Ask participants to design the setting for a great product experience through 

storytelling

 o   Encourage participants to share the feelings of satisfaction or frustration with 

specific products to help them bring untapped or unspoken needs to the forefront
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Phase 2: Create

The clarification stage allows participants to think 

about the problem at hand. It’s at this stage that 

the Innovation Challenge or Creative Contest is 

introduced with the distribution of a challenge 

brief that includes full details and background 

information about the problem to be solved or  

the product to be improved. 

Once this happens, a shift takes place where 

organizers guide participants towards assembling 

these insights into substantive ideas.

For new product development

 o  Ask contestants to represent their ideas 

through imagery. This can happen through a:

 • Pre-selected image collage

 • Photo picker tool

 •  Participant Photos (i.e. asking participants to 

share photos that represent the experience or 

product they’d like to create)

 o  Create a structured problem solving 

activity in which there are specific rules and 

requirements in place, as well as some sort of 

incentive, for the best prototype

This rules and requirements stage is particularly 

important because it marks the beginning of 

outflows of knowledge from the organization. 

Without this knowledge sharing, participants 

won’t be able to effectively harness the “blue sky 

thinking” they used to build empathy. 

For product improvement

 o  Ask participants to provide a detailed 

description of what their desired product 

experience would look like along with 

comparisons of undesirable versions of that 

hypothetical product experience

 o  Direct participants to come up with solutions 

for their ideal product experience (i.e. 

through applying techniques or solutions 

from other tools that they use) 

 o  Provide constraints and guidelines that 

participants must adhere to as well as some 

sort of incentive or prize 
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Phase 3: Iterate

While we differentiate between new product 

development and product improvement in this 

chapter, “improvement” happens in both projects. 

At this point in the project, participants think 

deeply about the benefits and drawbacks of their 

ideas and work through improving those limitations 

in a structured way. 

For new product development

 o  Offer feedback from the brand or other 

members of the co-creation project to each 

participant 

 o  Encourage members to explain unclear 

features of their product, consider alternative 

options, and push their ideas just a little bit 

further

 o  Guide participants to make their products 

either more feasible (through company 

information like specs, project management 

templates, guidelines, technology 

capabilities), or more creative (through 

discussions about the brand)

 o  Invite participants to offer feedback and ask 

questions about their co-participants’ product

 o  Choose a winner through a vote. Some 

suggestions for how to do this include: 

 • Recruiting experts to choose a final winner, or

 •  Recruiting experts to choose a number of finalists that 

the community ultimately chooses a winner from

 

 
Of course, the process isn’t limited to formal 

votes. An open innovation community can start 

the process of narrowing down the best ideas 

by supporting their favourite ideas by leaving 

feedback and comments throughout the process. 

For moderators, it’s quickly clear which ideas have 

the most support making it easier for the expert 

panel to review. Moreover, top idea creators can 

incorporate the community’s feedback into their 

product, which means the expert panel is presented 

with ideas that are even further refined. 

There should be a pre-prepared scorecard for this 

portion of the campaign, so it’s clear how these 

products are being evaluated. 

For product improvement

This stage is exactly the same as the process for 

new product development. The goal is to get 

participants to ask questions, push their ideas, 

and improve their solutions so that your team (or 

the community at large) can eventually vote to 

choose a winner. 
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Phase 4: Implementation

There it is. The new (or improved) product 

that came out of your co-creation and open 

innovation efforts. 

This isn’t where the work ends, we’re afraid. 

Remember what we said about potential vs. 

execution? You’ve developed a product that has 

the potential to perform wonderfully, but now it’s 

about making sure it actually performs. 

For new product development

 o  Ask participants to identify and rank the most 

important features of this product in order to 

determine product positioning (i.e. the must 

haves, the features that would compel them 

to actually spend money on this vs. put it back 

on the shelf)

 o  Interview participants on potential marketing 

channels, audiences, and messages so a go-to-

market strategy begins to crystallize

For product improvement

 o  Discuss how to give the project momentum by 

coming up with potential brand ambassador 

ideas, appropriate brands or bloggers to 

partner with, and more

Phase 5: Reflection

Once a product’s developed and it’s time to put it 

on the market, it’s tempting to kick up your feet 

until the next open innovation program. But if you 

want your next open innovation project to be even 

more successful than this one, you’ll need to do a 

bit of reflection, especially while your participants 

are still engaged. 

New product development

 o Survey your participants to determine:

 •  What they liked most about the overall 

experience

 •  What you did particularly well and what they 

would have liked to see done differently

For product improvement

The reflection stage for this stage is similar to the 

reflection stage for new product development. 

If this project were limited to a crowdsourcing 

campaign, social media interactions, or mobile 

engagement, many of these phases would not take 

place. Accomplishing open innovation through co-

creation, whether it’s for new product development 

or product improvement, is about facilitating a 

structured collaboration and systematic approach 

to creativity with participants 



Technology plays a starring role in any 
conversation about open innovation.

We’ve spent noticeable portions of this book 

cautioning you against making the mistake 

of confusing pieces of technology for open 

innovation, but this doesn’t mean that technology 

isn’t a useful tool during the process. 

In fact, it’s almost impossible to conduct large scale 

open innovation projects without technology. The 

point of open innovation is to bring in ideas from 

outside of your organization. In other words, it’s 

next to impossible to round up your community of 

participants all in one place on a regular basis. 

Large multinational corporations enjoy the luxury 

of developing a network of labs or innovation hubs. 

Even very successful medium sized businesses 

don’t have the resources to do this eff ectively. 

The Role of Crowdsourcing 
Software in Open Innovation

CHAPTER 5

Making 
Technology 
Work In Your 
Favour
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But if you go back and re-read some of the innovation projects we’ve highlighted, 

you’ll notice something interesting. Many of these open innovation projects were 

mediated through platforms or online communities.

Any digital platform you choose will need to come equipped with the tools to 

do two key things:

 o  Manage the flows of information and ideas efficiently

 o  Retain the interest and engagement of participants even when there isn’t a 

particular open innovation project they’re interested in

What do we mean by that last point?

Well, let’s suppose you put together an open innovation project for new product 

development. You go through the steps outlined in Chapter 4 while keeping the 

strategies of Chapter 3 in mind. 

To you and your executive team’s delight, the project is a hit and you wind up with 

excellent sales and ROI from your new product. 

A large part of that success would undoubtedly be due to the invaluable contributions 

of the participants in your open innovation project. These participants would have 

included industry experts, lead product users and brand super fans, as well as 

everyday consumers. 

These are the people you want to keep in your organization’s orbit. So how can you 

build a digital platform that keeps your participants engaged indefinitely?

Your digital open innovation platform must include a variety of activities. Think of 

it like a neighbourhood jungle gym. There’s something for everyone to do. A couple 

children may play on the swings while others go down the slide. Some may choose to 

just relax in the sandbox. A couple others may go home for the day altogether. 

But because there’s both a sense of community and play, everyone comes back 

eventually. They may return in a few days or a few weeks, but they’ll never 

permanently “quit” the jungle gym. 
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This is analogous to the kind of open innovation 

platform you’d like to create. Imagine superfans 

and stakeholders hanging out in a community café 

when there isn’t a particular project that piques 

their interest. Open innovation projects become 

one of several activities a community of creators 

participates in together. 

This is at the crux of what our company, Chaordix, 

offers. We design digital ecosystems where a 

brand community of customers, experts, and 

even employees can congregate and collaborate 

for co-creation and open innovation projects. 

Once this foundational platform is in place, CINOs 

can incorporate digital trends to facilitate the 

innovation project, including:

 o  Adding social media plugins to facilitate social 

sharing of the discussions taking place within 

the open innovation community 

 o  Making the open innovation platform mobile-

first to encourage regular participation from 

any device and screen size 

 o  Including digital hangouts within the open 

innovation community so participants can see 

each other and feel like they are physically in 

the same place

 o  Gamification to add a competitive element with 

non-monetary incentives like badges or levels

 o  Adding functionalities like direct messaging, 

alerts/notifications, quick uploads of photos 

and videos, and the ability to “favourite” 

topics, ideas, or participants in order to add a 

social media element to the platform 

Open innovation’s burst in popularity is in large 

part driven by technology. The kind of information 

sharing happening today is only possible thanks 

to the internet, mobile devices, and online 

communities. 

We’ve accomplished the mission of 

democratizing information. The new mission is 

how to facilitate crossovers and collisions of ideas 

and insights from a wide range of industries in 

order to solve today’s problems 



Differentiating 
Between Wishful 
Thinking and 
Purposeful Action
 

The difference between picking the brains of 

external actors and conducting a proper open 

innovation project is luck. 

More specifically, it’s how important luck is to 

the outcome of the project. Consult with people 

haphazardly every now and again and it’s a matter 

of the odds and how likely you are to stumble 

across the person with the key to your problem. 

Conduct an organized open innovation project, 

and you’re using strategy, organization, and in the 

case of Chaordix’s proprietary co-creative process, 

research backed methodologies for solving 

pressing problems. 

Innovation is often associated with risk and 

disruptiveness, but it’s just as much about planning, 

strategic thinking, and focus. Open innovation 

presents a way for Chief Innovation Officers to 

pursue change and exciting ideas in a methodical 

manner that can be planned, executed, tracked, 

and improved upon in the digital world we all live in. 

CONCLUSION
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